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An sdp (sequential decision process) is a (deterministm) finite automaton 
with a cost funct ion h associated with the state tranmtion. For a given str ing 
x = ala2 "'" alo, its cost h(x) is determined as a result of consecutive cost 
evaluations corresponding to state transitions caused by at ,  a, ,..., a~. An 
sdp H accepts a if/~(x) does not exceed a threshold value 0. 
Th is  type of automata has been studied in various fields such as combinatorial 
optimization, pattern recognition, and fuzzy logic. In this paper, properties of 
sets accepted by sdp's, and by four subclasses of sdp's, are extensively studied. 
In particular, necessary and sufficient conditions characterizing such sets are 
derived. Closure properties for typical operations are also discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A sequential decision process (sdp) H is a (deterministic) finite automaton 
with a cost function h associated with the state transition. Given a string 
of input alphabet x-= ala 2 "" a~, it changes the state corresponding to 
each at,  i = 1, 2,..., k, and at the same time evaluates its cost (real value). 
The cost of x determined in this manner is denoted/~(x). 
The sdp has been studied as a model to represent combinatorial optimiza- 
tion problems (Karp and Held, 1967; Ibaraki, 1972, 1973a, b, 1974, 1975a) 
that arise in the real world taking a wide variety of forms. The set of optimal 
policies of an sdp H (i.e., the set of strings having the minimum cost), O(H) ,  
has received primal attention in these papers. 
Recently attempts have been made to use the automata of similar nature 
as pattern classifiers. A typical example is the penalty automaton proposed 
by Abe (1974a, b) as a generalization of the method used by Mori et al. (1970) 
and Mori (1974) to classify patterns represented in the form of strings. For 
each input ai ,  a penalty automaton changes its state in the same manner 
as a finite automaton, and adds a constant (>~0) associated with the transition 
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to the penalty. It accepts a string (pattern) x - a la  ~ ... a k if the accumulated 
penalty does not exceed a given threshold value 0. 
Automata with which real functions are associated have also been inves- 
tigated under various names such as rain-product (and max-product) 
automaton, minimax (and maximin) automaton, fuzzy automaton (Santos 
and Wee, 1968; Santos, 1968; Mizumoto, Toyoda, and Tanaka, 1969), 
rain-product (and max-product) parallel machine, and rain-max (and max- 
min) parallel machine (Isomichi, 1974a, b). These models have cost func- 
tions such as the one that multiplies a constant at each transition, and the 
one that takes the minimum (or maximum) of the current cost and a constant, 
to define the new cost. A probabilistic automaton (e.g., Rabin, 1963; Paz, 
1971) is another example, in which the probability (real value) of a string x 
being accepted is calculated at each state transition. 
An sdp is general enough to include (the deterministic version of) all the 
above automata s special cases (with the exception of the probabilistie 
automaton since its deterministic version is simply a finite automaton). In 
this paper, the set accepted by an sdp/7, denoted A(H) ,  is defined as the 
set of strings x that take H into final states with cost/~(x) not greater than 
its threshold value 0. Properties of A(H)  are extensively discussed, putting 
emphasis on necessary and sufficient conditions characterizing it, and 
closure properties for typical operations uch as k), n, complement, etc. 
Since an sdp is very general in that any function is permitted for its cost 
function, four subclasses of sdp's are considered by adding some restrictions 
to the cost function (first introduced in Karp and Held, 1967; Ibaraki, 1972). 
The effects of restricting an sdp to the one in such subclasses are investigated 
in detail. 
It should be noted here that the above models studied in the literature 
are mostly nondeterministic. Isomichi (1974a, b) considers the parallelism, 
which asserts that the minimum (or the maximum) of all the cost functions 
incurred by nondeterministic state transitions for x can be calculated by 
taking the minimum (or the maximum) at each element (state). This paper, 
however, treats only deterministic models, and no consideration is given to 
these problems caused by the nondeterministic state transitions. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
A (deterministic) f in i te  automaton  (fa) M is a system ((2, 27, qo, ~, QF), 
where 
is a finite nonempty set of states; 
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Z is a finite alphabet; Z* denotes the set of finite strings generated by Z; 
~ Z* denotes the null string; 
qo ~ Q is an initial state; 
A:Q × z--+Q is a state transition function; A can be extended to 
Q × z* -+Q by A(q, E)--~ q and A(q, xa)= A(A(q, x), a) for x~Z* ,  a cZ ;  
• ~(x) ~ A(q0, x) is used for convenience; 
QF C Q is a set of final states. 
The set accepted by 34 is given by 
F(M) = {x ~ Z* l ~t(x) ~ Qe). 
A set U C Z* is called regular if U = F(M) holds for some fa M. 
A sequential decision process (sdp) 17 is a system (M, h, Co, 0), where 
31 is an fa; 
h: E × Q × Z'--+ E, where E is the set of real numbers, is a cost func- 
tion; h can be extended to E ×Q ×Z*-+E by h(~,q ,e)=s ¢ and 
h(~, q, xa) = h(h(#, q, x), a(q, x), a) for x ~ Z*, a ~ Z; ]~(x) ~ h(seo, q0, x) is 
used for convenience; 
se0 ~ E is an initial cost of q0 ; 
0 e E is a threshold value. 
Let F(H) = F(M) and call 
A(~) = {x oF(n)  r h(~) ~< O} (2.1) 
the set accepted by H. The set of optimal policies (strings) is given by 
0(17) = {x ~F(17) r/7(x) = inf{~(y) [y eF(H)}}. 
The 0 in the definition of H is  sometimes omitted and denoted H = (M, h, C0), 
when 0(!7) is discussed. 
Furthermore, let 
Osap = {A(H) [ H is an sdp}, 
Y2sap ~ {O(H) ] H is an sdp}. 
Properties of Dsdp were discussed in Ibaraki (1972). Some relevant results 
will be summarized in the next section. 
We now introduce four subclasses of sdp's. These were first discussed 
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in Karp and Held (1967) and Ibaraki (1972) from the view point of obtaining 
an optimal policy x ~ O(H). As shown in the following examples, most of 
models proposed so far in the literature also belong to some of these sub- 
classes. 
If an sdp H = (M(Q, 2J, q0, ~', Qv), h, ~:0,0) satisfies 
~1 ~ ~2 :> h(~l, q, a) ~ h(~2, q, a) 
for ~1, ~:2 e E, q ~ Q, a ~ X, then H is called a monotone sdp (msdp). An 
msdp is known as a general model to which a method of dynamic program- 
ruing (e.g., Bellman, 1957) is applicable (Karp and Held, 1967). If an sdp H 
satisfies 
~1 < ~2 ~ h(~t, q, a) < h(~2, q, a), 
then H is a strictly monotone sdp (smsdp). If an msdp/7 satisfies 
for ~ ~ E, q ~Q, a ~ X, then H is a positively monotone sdp (pmsdp). Finally 
if an msdp/7 satisfies (I X ] denotes the cardinality of set X) 
i F(/7)I < 0o 
(i.e., state transitions form no loops except for those consisting of dead 
states), then/7 is a loop-free msdp (lmsdp). 
A(/7), 0(I1), O, and D are similarly defined for these subclasses. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. A (deterministic) penalty automaton H is an sdp wkh 
a cost function of the form 
h(~, q, a) = ~ + ~(q, a), ~(q, a) >~ O. 
This is obviously an smsdp as well as a pmsdp. If ~b(q, a) < 0 is allowed, 
the resulting model is no longer a pmsdp, but it is still an smsdp. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. A (deterministic) min-product automaton (Santos and 
Wee, 1968; Santos, 1968) and a (deterministic) rain-product parallel machine 
(Isomichi, 1974a, b) is an sdp / /  having a cost function of the form 
h(~, q, a) = ~(q,  a) 
and 8o >~ 0. If ~(q, a) satisfies ~b(q, a) >/1, H is a pmsdp as well as an smsdp. 
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I f  ~(q, a) > 0 , /7  is an smsdp but not a pmsdp. I f  ~b(q, a) >~ O, then H is an 
msdp but neither an smsdp nor a pmsdp. The above papers by Santos and 
Wee (1968), and by Santos (1968) consider only the case in which 
0 ~< ~b(q, a) ~< 1 is satisfied, resulting in an msdp. 
EXASIPLE 2.3. A (deterministic) feed-forward penalty automaton (Abe, 
1974b) is an lmsdp, except hat a self-loop transition A(q, a) = q is permitted 
in his model. Isomichi (1974a) also considers a similar model. 
Now three remarks concerning the definition of an sdp (and its subclasses) 
are given. 
Remark 2.1. The value of 0 in the definition of an sdp/7  = (Mr, h, ~o, O) 
(or any one in its subclasses) is not essential in the sense that there exists an 
sdp 17' = (M, h', ~:0', 0') such that A(H') = A(/7), for any 0' ~ E. Such/7 '  
is, for example, given by 
h'(#,  q, a) =- h (# - -  (0' - -  0), q, a) + (O' - -  O), 
¢o' = ~o + (o' - o). 
Remark 2.2. It may be equally reasonable to consider an sdp/7  in which 
each q ~ QF has its own threshold value Oq and A(H) is defined by 
A(H) = {x eF(H) I A(x) = q eQe ^  h(x) ~ Oa}. (2.2) 
This does not, however, increase the capacity of an sdp as an acceptor, 
because the following H '= (34, h', ~:o', 0') in the original sense satisfies 
A(/7') = A(17). 
0' = max{0 a l q ~ O~}, 
~:o' = -~o if qo~Qv 
-~o+(O' - -Oao ) if q0 ~QF, 
h ' ( ( ,  q, a) = h(~', q, a) if q (~ QF, A(q, a) ¢ Pv 
=h(~',q,a) +(O'--Oa, ) if qCQe, 
--  h(~:' - -  (0' - -  Oq), q, a) if q ~ Qe,  
= h(~:' - -  (0' - -  Oq), q, a) + (O' - -  0¢) 
q' =~ a(q, a) ~ Q F 
a(q, a) ¢ O~ 
if q~QF,  
q' -= ~(q, a) ~ Q~. 
It is obvious that /7 '  is an sdp, an msdp, an smsdp, and an lmsdp, respec- 
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tively, if 17 is an sdp, an msdp, an smsdp, and an lmsdp. But 17' may not 
be a pmsdp even if 17 is a pmsdp. It will be shown in Remark 7.1, however, 
that the definition (2.2) does not also increase the capacity of a pmsdp. 
Remark 2.3. It is also reasonable to define the set accepted by an 
sdp H = (M, h, t0,0) by 
A(//) = {x ~F(/-/) I h(x) >~ 0} (2.3) 
instead of (2.1). However, this also preserves the capacity of an sdp, as 
proved below. Construct/7' = (M, h', to', 0') such that 
h'(t', q, a) = --h(--~:', q, a), 
~o' = -~o,  
0' = --0. 
Then A(17') = A(17) holds, where A(FI) is defined by (2.3) and A(H')  by 
(2.1). Similarly, A(FI') = A(11) holds if A(FI) is defined by (2.1) and A(H')  
by (2.3). 
The same argument may also be applied to an msdp, an smsdp, and an 
lmsdp. For a pmsdp, the definition is changed as follows when (2.3) is 
employed: 17 is a pmsdp if h(~, q, a) ~< ~ for t e E, q ~Q, a ~ •. With this 
modification, Remark 2.3 can also be applied to a pmsdp. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. A deterministic version of a maximin automaton or a 
pessimistic fuzzy automaton (Santos, 1968; Mizumoto, Toyoda, and Tanaka, 
1969) is an sdp with a cost function of the form 
h(~, q, a) = min[~, ¢(q, a)], 
o ~< ¢(~, a) ~< 1, 
O<~o~<1,  
and the acceptance defined by (2.3). This is a pmsdp but not an smsdp. 
Even if ~o and ¢(q, a) take on any real numbers, the resulting model is still 
a pmsdp. 
Finally we give a lemma which will be used later. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let I I  = (21//, h, ~o, 0) be an sdp or one in its subclasses as 
discussed above. It is possible to impose the following restrictions to 17, without 
loss of generality. 
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(i) For K~ , K2 e E satisfying K~ < K2 , 
K1 < ~(x) < K~ 
holds for x c X*. 
(ii) /~(x) :/: 0 for x ~ Z*. 
Proof. (i) Let s: E -~ E be a strictly increasing function satisfying 
lim s(~:) = K1 and lim s(~) = K~,  
~-o:, ~ 
e.g., s(~:) = ((A~ - -  K1)/rr ) tan -1 es + (Kx + Kz)/2, K 1 < s(~) < K 2 . Define 
H '  =- (M, h', ~o', 0') by 
h'(~', q, a) = s(h(s-l(~'), q, a)) for ~ 'e  E, 
~o' = S(eo), 
0' = s(0). 
H '  obviously satisfies A(H')  = A(/7) and condition (i). 
(ii) Def ine/7'  = (M, h', ~:o', 0') as follows. 
h'(#, q, a) - #' + x(#'  - 0) 
for ~' c E, q ~ Q, a ~ Z, where 
~" = h(~' - -  S(s e' - -  0), q, a), 
S(V ) = 1 if ~7 >0 
=0 if ~7~0,  
~o' = ~o + S(~o - 0), 
0' =0+½.  
Th is /7 '  satisfies A(/7') = A(/7) and condition (ii). 
q~Q, a~Z,  
Q.E.D. 
3. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESULTS 
Some results obtained in Karp and Held (1967) and Ibaraki (1972) are 
briefly reviewed in this section. These will be used in the subsequent 
discussion. 
A binary relation R on Z* is right invariant if 
xRy ~ (W e Z*)(x~Ryz) 
643/31/2-5 
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holds for x, y ~ 27*. Let R be an equivalence r lation on 27*. R refines U C Z* 
if 
xRy ~ (x ~ U .~ y ~ U) 
holds for x, y e Z*. The set of right invariant equivalence relations that 
refine U is denoted A(U). Furthermore, let 
AF(U) = (R ~ A(U) I I Z*/R I < oo} 
where Z*/R denotes the set of equivalence classes of 27* by R. As is well 
known (Rabin and Scott, 1960), U is regular if and only if A~(U) 7/= 2J. 
For U C Z*, define the binary relation Rv by 
xRvy  ~ (Yz ~ Z*)(xz ~ U <~ yz  ~ U) 
for x, y ~ 27*. It is known that Rv ~ A(U) and any R E A(U) satisfies R <~ Rv  
(i.e., (xRy ~ xRvy)  holds for x, y c X*). This implies 
At(U)  # Z -~ RveAF(U) .  
For a regular set U C 27", let T ~ Ar(U ). Define the fa M = (Q, 27, qo, '% Qe) 
as follows. 
Q = {[C,] C¢ ~ Z ' /T} ,  
q0 = [d, 
Q~ = {[c,] c~ ~ U/T}, 
h([x],a) = [xa] for xeZ* ,  aeZ,  
where Ix] denotes the state [C~] satisfying x ~ Ci E 27"/T. M is called the 
standard construction of T and satisfies 
F(M) = U, 
Jr(x) = ~(y) ~ xTy for x, y e Z*. 
Conversely define T u from an fa M -~ (Q, 2J, q0, ~, QF) by 
XTMy ~- A(x) : X(y) 
for x, y ~ Z*. Then T u ~ AF(F(M)) and M is the standard construction 
of I~ .  
PROPOSITION 3.1 (Ibaraki, 1972). Let h': S*  ---* E be given. Then there 
exists an msdp I I  = (Mr, h, ~o , O) satisfying 
(w~27*) (h(~)  = h'(~)) 
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if and only if there exists T ~ As(Z* ) such that 
xTy ^  h'(x) ~ h'(y) ~ (Vz ~ Z*)(h'(xz) ~ h'(yz)) 
holds for x, y ~ Z*. In this case, 3I can be considered as the standard construction 
ofT. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Karp and Held, 1967; Ibaraki, 1972). U E ZQsdp if and 
only if there exists T ~ AF(Z* ) such that 
(Vx, y ~ U)(xTy ~ xRuy). 
Now let a binary relation ~ v on Z* be defined by 
x~uy~(Vz~Z*) (yz~U~x~E U) 
for x, y E Z*. ~ u is a pseudo ordering and right invariant. ~ u can be extended 
to a binary relation on Z*/R, R ~ A(U), by 
for x, y ~ Z*, where [w] denotes the equ%alence class in Z*/R that contains w. 
In particular, ~ u on Z*/R v becomes a partial ordering. Finally, it is obvious 
by definition that 
xRuy ~ x ~u Y ^ Y ~u X. 
THEOREM 3.3 (Ibaraki, 1972). U ~Qmsdp if and only if there exists 
T ~ AF(Z* ) such that 
(i) (Vx, y ~ U)(xTy ~ xRvy), 
(ii) (Vx, y~Z*) (xTy  -~ (x ~uY v y ~ux)) .  
The following theorems were obtained in Ibaraki (1972). 
THEOREM 3.4. U c ~Qsmsdp if and only if U is regular. 
THEOREM 3.5. U ~ Qpmsop if and only if U is regular. 
THEOREM 3.6. U ~ Dlmsop if and only if U is finite. 
Before proceeding to the next section, an obvious relation between O 
and .(2 is given. 
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PROPOSITION 3.7. g2. C O. holds fo r ,  = sdp, msdp, smsdp, pmsdp, and 
lmsdp. 
Proof. Let U e £2. and let a . /7  = (M, h, 6:o) satisfy 0(/7) = U. Assume 
U :/: ~ and let 
0 = h(x),  x e U. 
Then / /=  (3I, h, 6:0,0) satisfies A(H)  = 0(/7) --- U. Thus, U ~ O, . I 
U = ~, any _r/with Qr = ~ satisfies A(H)= ~. Q.E.D 
4. CAPACITY OF AN sdp 
An sdp is a quite powerful acceptor as we shall see in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. U e Osdp holds for any U C E*. 
Proof. Let gn: 27* ~ E + (positive real numbers) be a one-to-one mapping, 
e.g., the G6del numbering (Davis, 1958; Ibaraki, 1974). For a given U, 
define an sdp / /= (M, h, 6:0,0) as follows. 
Q = QF = {qo}, 
h(qo ,a ) :qo ,  for aeX,  
h(6:, qo, a) = --gn(gn-X(l 6: I) a) if gn-l(I 6: [) a e U 
: gn(gn-l(l ~: 1) a) otherwise, 
6:o-------gn(e) if e~U, gn(e) if e6U,  
0=0.  
//satisfies 
A(1-I) = {x ~ Z* I l~(x) ~ O} = U. 
Comparing this with Theorem 3.2, the next corollary is obtained. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Osdp ~ t2sap. 
THEOREM 5.1. 
holds for x, y ~ Z*. 
5. CAPACITY OF AN msdp 
U ~ Omsdp i f  and only if there exists T ~ At (Z*  ) such that 
xTy ~ x ~v  Y v y ~v  x 
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Proof. Necessity. Let an msdp H = (M, h, ~o, 0) satisfy A(H) = U. 
Then T M E Af(27*) defined in Section 3 satisfies 
xTuy  ^ /~(x) ~/ i (y )  ~. i(x) = i(y) A/i(x) ~</~(y) 
==>. (w ~ z*)C~(xz) = ~(y~) ^  ~(xz) ~< ~(y~)) 
(since H is monotone) 
(w  ~ z*)(~(yz) ~ Q~ ^  ~(yz) <~ o ~ ~(xz) ~ 9~ A h(xz) <~ O) 
(Vz ~ Z* ) (yz  e U ~ xz  ~ U) -~ x ~v  y. 
The case of xT~4y A /~(x) >/~(y) can be similarly treated. Consider TM as 
T in the theorem statement. 
Sufficiency. For U and T in the theorem statement, let 
u' = U {c;~.x*/TI c~.n u ~ ~}. 
Obviously T ~ AF(U'). Now define h': 27* --~ E and 0 ~ E as follows. 
(a) (Vx, y~Z*)(xTy  ^ h'(x) ~ h'(y) ~xTy  ^  Ix] ~v[Y]),  where [x] 
denotes the equivalence lass in 2J*/(T ^  Rv) containing x. (T A Rv is defined. 
by x(T ^  Rv)y  ~- xTy ^  xRvy.) 
(b) (Vx ~ U')(x ~ U ... h'(x) <~ 0). 
Since ~ v is a partial ordering on X*/Rv, as mentioned before Theorem 3.3, 
the condition imposed on T implies that ~v  on C/ (T  A Rv)(= C/Rv), 
where C~ E Z*/T, is a total ordering. Thus, h': Z'* --> E (in fact it is given 
as h' :Z*/ (T^Rv)- -+E)  satisfying condition (a) exists. In addition, 
xTy ~ x ~vY  holds for any x ~ U and y ¢ U, by definition of ~v .  This 
assures that condition (b) does not conflict with condition (a). h' then satisfies 
xTy ^  h'(x) <~ h'(y) .¢~- xTy ^  Ix] ~v  [Y] 
(Vz e Z*)(xzTyz ^ [xz] ~ u [yz]) 
(since T and ~ v are right invariant), 
-~ (Vz ~ Z*)(xzryz ^  h'(xz) ~ h'(yz)). 
As a result, there exists an msdp H = (M, h, ~:0,0) satisfying//(x) = h'(x) 
for x ~ X* by Proposition 3.1. Let M be the standard construction of T. 
Then F(M) = F(H) = U' and 
x ~y( r / )  ^ I;(~) ~< 0 ~* x e u 
holds by condition (b). This proves A(H) -= U. Q.E.D. 
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EXaMPL~ 5.1. 
lenee classes. 
Ai = {ai}, i = 0, 1, 2 ..... 
B,~ = {a~b ' l i, j > O, i - - j  = k}, 
D =2* - -UA i - -  UB~" 
These equivalence classes atisfy 
• -. <~A~ ~<~& ~<~o <~D,  
• --~<.e~ <~B~ <~Bo <~D.  
This is illustrated in Fig. 1. Now define T e Av(2]*) by 
Z* /T  = {C1, C~, Ca}, 
(71 =- {a' ] i >/0}, 
C 2 ={aCb ~] i>/O, j>O},  
C3=~*- -C1- -C  2 . 
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U = {alb j ] i ) j  ~ 0}. 2J*/Rv has the following equiva- 
k =0,1 ,2 , . . ,  
FIG. l .  
C 3 
/ /%~,  
h,~l k D) h,o,~ 
! I ! 
I 
I l 
I 1 
Illustration of the partial ordering ~v on X*/R v of Example 5.1. 
As obvious from Fig. 1, T satisfies the condition of Theorem 5.1, and hence 
U ~ Omsav • In fact, an msdp/7 accepting U can be constructed by following 
the proof of Theorem 5.1. The function h' is shown in Fig. 1 and the resulting 
msdp/7 is given in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, a double circle denotes a state in Qv 
and a/h(~, q, a) is attached to each arc corresponding to the transition from 
q E Q to A(q, a) c Q. This U is known to satisfy U ~ £2sdp, [2msdp •
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Fic. 2. 
gO=O ~ b/rnin[g+l,l]~ all ~ ,b /1  
0=0 0=0 
An msdp H accepting U ~ {alb ~ I i >~ j >/ 0} of Example 5.1. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. It is shown in a manner similar to Example 5.1 that 
U = {a~b J ]j >~ i >~ 0} ~ Omsav • 
This U satisfies U E Dsap, ~2msap • 
EXAMPLE 5.3. U = {a*bS I i vaj} and V = {a~b j l i = j  ~ 0}. Z*/Rv and 
X*/Rv both contain the equivalence classes 
Ai = {aq, i = 0, 1, 2,.... 
For i =/: j, neither A~ ~v As nor As ~v A~ holds since a*bS ~ U, aib ~ (~ U, 
aSbS 6 U and aSb i ~ U. Thus, T of Theorem 5.1 (if any) must have equiva- 
lence classes Cj,  j = 0, 1, 2,..., such that C s c~ A s @ ~,  i.e., infinitely many 
equivalence classes. Consequently no T ~ Ae(X*) satisfies the condition of 
Theorem 5.1, and hence U ¢ Omsap • A similar argument may be used to 
prove V ¢ ~Qmsdp • It is known that U ~ X2sap, f2msap, and V 6 ~Qmsdp , 
V ~ f)~ap • 
EXAMPLE 5.4. It is shown in a manner similar to Example 5.3 that none 
of 
{a~bJc ~[ i >~ j >/k >/0}, 
{a~bSc ~ rk ~ j >/i  ) 0}, 
{ xcxR I x ~ X*, c (~ X, and x R is the reversal of x}, 
belongs to Omsap • 
6. CAPACITY OF AN smsdp 
As exhibited in Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, an essential difference is observed 
between Dmsap and ~smsdp. However, 8msap = 8smsap holds as shown 
below. 
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Now introduce new binary relations <~v and =u on Z% (~-~ denotes the 
negation of a proposition.) 
x ~uY "=" (x ~uY ^ ~-,xRvy), 
x < IvY  ~" (3z ~2*) (x  = x'z  A y =y 'z  ^ x' <(uY') ,  
x - -uY  "¢ ' (xRvy n ~-~x <IvY A ~-,y <1uX). 
LEMMA 6,1. Binary relations <1 v and =v are right invariant. 
Proof. x <1 v Y ~ (3z e 27")(x = x'z A y = y ' z  ^ X' -< vY')  
~- (Yw e 2*)(3ZW e 2*)(XW = x' ZW ^  yw = y' ZW ^  X' -< v Y') 
(Vw e Y~*)(xw <1v yw). 
Thus <1 u is right invariant. To prove that =v  is right invariant, it suffices 
to show that 
xRvy  A ~..X < Ivy  ~ (Vz ~ •* ) (xzRvyz  A ,'-~XZ <1u yZ). 
xzRvyz  is obvious since Ru is right invariant. Next, assume that xz <1vyz 
holds for some z ~27". Since ~.~x <~uY, this implies xz 1 <(vyz  1 for some 
z a such that z = z lz  2 . This is, however, a contradiction to xRvy .  Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.2. <lV is transitive. 
Proof. x < ivy  ^  Y < lvz  ~ (3w ~Z*) (x  = x 'w  ^  y =y"w ^ x" <vY" )  ^ 
(3v E 2*)(y = y'v  a Z = z' V a y' -< V Z') ~ (Assume w = uv for simplicity, 
since either w=uv or v=uw must hold for some ue27*)(3veX* 
(x = x'v A y = y 'v  ^  Z = Z'V ^  x' ~ vY'  ^  Y' "< u Z')(X' ~ uY' since x" <,  y" 
and ~ v is right invariant) ~ (3v e 2*)(x = x'v ^  z = z'v  ^  x' -< v z') 
(since ~ v is a pseudo-ordering) ~ x <1u z. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6.3. (~smsdp ~ Omsdp • 
Proof. Osmsdp C @msdp is immediate from definition. To show @msap C 
Osmsap, define h': Z*--> E and 0 e E satisfying the following conditions 
for U ~ Omsdp and T ~ AF(27* ) of Theorem 5.1. 
(a) (Vxe  U') (x~ U~h' (x )~O)(U '  was defined in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1.). 
(b) (Vx, y ~ .S*)(xTy ^  h'(x) = i f (y )  ~ (Vz ~ z~*)(h'(xz) = h'(yz))). 
(c) (Vx, y ~ 2* ) (xTy  ^  h'(x) < h'(y) ~ (Vz ~ 27*)(h'(xz) < h'(yz))). 
Such h' and 0 are, for example, obtained by the following procedure. 
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(i) 
=> h'(y) 
(ii) 
h'(ya))). 
(iii) 
S1. Let A 0 = {e}, h'(e) be any real number satisfying e c U <~ h'(E) <~ O, 
and i = 1. 
$2. Generate At = {xa]x  ~Ai_ I ,  a E X} and define h'(y) for each 
y e A t so that A = Uj=o Aj satisfies the following conditions. 
(Vx~ A) (Vye  A, ) ( (xTy  ^  x <~vY ~ h'(x) < h'(y))  ^  (xTy  ^  y <~vx 
< h'(x))). 
(Vx ~ A -- Ai)(Vy e Ai_ l ) (xTy  ^  h'(x) = h'(y) ~ (Va e Z)(h'(xa) = 
(Vx E A - -A i ) (Vy ~ Ai_l)((xTy A h'(x) < h'(y) ~ (Va 6 2)(h'(xa) < 
h'(ya))) n (xTy n h'(y) < h'(x) ~ (Va e X)(h'(ya) < h'(xa)))). 
(iv) (Vy e U' n A~)(y e U ~ h'(y) ~ O). 
$3. Increase i by one, and return to $2. 
The existence of h' satisfying (i)-(iv) of $2 may be shown as follows, taking 
into account he denseness of real numbers. First note that 
xTy  ~ x ~vY  v y ~vx  ~ x < lvy  v y <~vx v x =vY  
holds for x, y ~ 27*. h' satisfying (i) exists since <~ v is transitive as shown in 
Lemma 6.2. By condition (i), we have 
xTy  ^  h'(x) = h'(y) ~ x =vY ,  
and hence 
(Va ~ X)(xa = v ya) 
follows from Lemma 6.1. Thus condition (ii) does not conflict with condi- 
tion (i). Next note that 
xTy  A h'(x) < h'(y) ~ x <~vY v x =vY ,  
and hence 
(Va ~ 27)(xa <~ v ya v xa = v ya) 
follows from Lemma 6.1. This shows that condition (iii) does not conflict 
with conditions (i) and (ii). Finally, condition (iv) does not conflict with 
conditions (i)-(iii) for the same reason as condition (b) in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1. 
h' defined in the above procedure obviously satisfies conditions (a)-(c). 
Then there exists an msdp/7  = (M, h, ~:0,0) satisfying (Vx ~ 2J*)(/~(x) = h'(x)) 
by Proposition 3.1. Th is /7  is an smsdp by condition (c), and accepts U by 
condition (a). Thus, U ~ Osmsap • Q.E.D. 
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7. CAPACITY OF A pmsdp 
THEOREM 7.1. Opmsdp = g?prnsap = class of regular sets. 
Proof. For a pmsdp H = (M(O, Z, q0, t, Oe), h, ~o, 0), 
17' = (M'(Q', Z', qo', )t', Q~'), h', ~o', 0') as follows (see Fig. 3): 
o '  = Q w {q,, q~}, 
~'  = z w {4 (c ¢ z ) ,  
qo' = qo, QF' = {0}, 
)t'(q,a) =)t(q,a)  if q~Q^ac2 J  
=q l  if q~QFha~-c  
= qa otherwise, 
h'(~,q,a) =h(~,q ,a )  if q6Qha~Z 
=max[~,0]  if q6QF^a=c 
= ~ otherwise, 
~o' = ~o, 0' = 0. 
construct 
-%, 
FIG. 3. The pmsdp H' used in the proof of Theorem 7.1. 
/-/' is also a pmsdp and satisfies 
A(H')  = {xc [ x ~F(H)  ^  h(x) <~ O} = .4(n)c 
= {y EF(H')  I/i(y) = 0'} = O(H'). 
O(H') is a regular set by Theorem 3.5. Thus A(H)  = O(H')/c is also a regular 
set since the class of regular sets is closed under quotient (e.g., Hopcroft 
and Ullman, 1969). This proves Opmsdp C t?pmsav • Finally, Opmsav D Sgpmsap 
by Proposition 3.7. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 7.2 (Abe, 1974a; Santos, 1968; Isomichi, 1974b). A (deter- 
ministic) penalty automaton with ~b(q, a) >/0 (Example 2.1), a (deterministic) 
min-product automaton with ¢(q, a) >~ 1 (Example 2.2), and a (deterministic) 
maximin automaton (Example 2.4) can accept U C Z* if and only if it is regular. 
Proof. Each automaton cited above is a pmsdp. Thus, it accepts only 
a regular set, by Theorem 7.1. On the other hand, a finite automaton is a 
special case of each of the above automata. Thus, for a regular set U, there 
exists an automaton in each class that accepts U. Q.E.D. 
Remarh 7.1. Adopt the definition of A(H) by (2.2) of Remark 2.2 for 
a pmsdp H. In other words, it satisfies 
A(H) = U {Aq(H) l q ~Qr), 
Aq(/7) = {~ ~ 2"  l i (x) = q, ~(x) ~< 0q}. 
Aq(/7) of a pmsdp/7  is a regular set for each q c QF, as shown in Theorem 7.1. 
Thus, their union A(/7) is also a regular set (e.g., Rabin and Scott, 1960). 
This shows that this modification does not increase the capacity of a pmsdp. 
Now define a new subclass of msdp's that is closely related to a pmsdp. 
An msdp 17 = (M, h, ~:o, 0) is called a negatively monotone sdp (nmsdp) if 
h(~, q, a) ~< 
holds for ~: ~ E, q ~ Q, a ~ Z' and the acceptance is defined by 
A(/7) = {x eF(/7) [ ]~(x) ~< 0}, (7.1) 
or if h((, q, a) >/~ holds and the acceptance is defined by 
A(/7) = {x ~F(/7) ] h(x) >~ 0}. (7.2) 
Let 
@nmsdp = {A(/7) I /7  is an nmsdp}. 
Remarks 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 can also be applied to an nmsdp. 
THEOREM 7.3. Onmsdp ~ Opmsap = class of regular sets. 
Proof. Let 17 = (M, h, ~o, O) be an nmsdp with the acceptance defined 
by (7.1)./7 would be a pmsdp if the acceptance were defined by (7.2); denote 
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in this case by /7 '  for clarity. Then under assumption (ii) of Lemma 2.1, we 
have 
A(/7) = z*  -A ( /7 ' ) .  
A(/7) is regular since so is A(/7') (by Theorem 7.1) and class of regular sets is 
closed under complementation. Thus Onmsap C class of regular sets. The 
converse relation D is obvious since a finite automaton is a special case of an 
nmsdp. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 7.1. Consider a deterministic version of a minimax automaton 
or an optimistic fuzzy automaton (Santos, 1968). It is an sdp with a cost 
function of the form 
h(~, q, a) = max[f, ~b(q, a)], 
o ~< $(q,a) ~< 1, 0 ~< ~o <~ 1, 
and the acceptance is defined by (7.2). This is an nmsdp, and hence accepts a
regular set (Santos, 1968). 
8. CAPACITY OF AN lmsdp 
THEOREM 8.1. Olmsdp ~ ~lmsdp = class of finite sets. 
Pro@ Let /7  be an Imsdp and U = A(/7). U is a finite set since U CF(H)  
and F(/7) is a finite set. Thus, Olmsap C£21msap. l?lmsap C 01msap was 
proved in Proposition 3.7. Q.E.D. 
9. RELATIONS BETWEEN (~ AND 
Theorem 7.1 and Theorem 8.1 show Opmsdp ~ ~Qpmsdp and Olmsdp = 
/21msop •Further relations between O and Q are discussed below. 
THEOREM 9.1. U~O,  if and only if Uc(={xclx~U})~f2,  for 
• = sdp, msdp, pmsdp, nmsdp, and lmsdp, respectively, where U C Z* and 
c62. 
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Proof. (a) sdp: Obvious from the property that Uc e Dsdp for any U C Z'* 
(Ibaraki, 1972) and Theorem 4.1. 
(b) msdp: Let an msdp /7 = (M, h, s%, 0) satisfy O(H)  - Uc ~ g?msdp •
By definition, we have 
x ~vy  ~:~x ~ve Y 
for x, y ~ X*. Thus, T M e At (X*  ) obtained from M (see Section 3) satisfies 
the condition of Theorem 5.1 for U, by condition (ii) of Theorem 3.3 which 
is satisfied by H for Uc. This proves U ~ Omsdp • 
Conversely, let U ~ Omsap and an msdp H satisfy A(H)  = U. Then the 
msdp / / '  constructed in the same manner as in the proof of Theorem 7.1 
satisfies O(H')  = Uc. Thus, Uc ~ f2msdp • 
(C) pmsdp and nmsdp: Obvious since U is regular if and only if Uc is 
regular. 
(d) lmsdp: Obvious since U is finite if and only if Uc is finite. Q.E.D. 
THEOREI~I 9.2. ~msdp = Omsdp (3 ~'~sdp • 
Pro@ -Qmsdp C Omsdp O ~'-~sdp is immediate from Proposition 3.7 and 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. Now let U e Omsdp n ~2sdv. Then there exist 
T 1 sAe(2*  ) satisfying the condition of Theorem 5.1, and T 2 eAt (2*  ) 
satisfying the condition of Theorem 3.2. Thus T = T 1 a T 2 eAt(Z'*  ) 
satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.3, and hence U ~ Drnsdp • This 
proves ~msdp D Omsdp (3 -Qsdp • Q.E.D. 
~msdp 
=emsdp 
Os~ 
Recurslve]y Enumerable / 
%sdp=Osmsdp {aibJll~j~0}//C0ntext Free ~ ~ .Regular 
. . . . ~  a~msdp O~msdp 
Ip %dp {albl]1~O} 
Fro. 4. Relations among a'2, O, and classes of formal anguages. 
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The results of Theorems 4.1 and 5.1, Examples 5.1 and 5.3, Theorems 6.3, 
7.1, 7.3, 8.1, and 9.2 are summarized in Fig. 4, together with relations to 
classes of formal languages. Omsdp contains a set which is not recursively 
enumerable, since £2msdo contains uch a set (Ibaraki, 1972). 
10. CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF f2msdp 
Closure properties of Osdp, Opmsdp, Onmsdp, and Olmsdp are easy to 
check or well known for most operations. Hence, closure properties of only 
Omsdp (~ Osmsdp) are investigated in this section. 
THEOREM 10.1. (i) Let U e Omsdp , then U (= 27* -- U) ~ Omsdi0 • 
(ii) Let U e Omsdp , and V C 27* be any set. Then U~ V (~ {x c 2~* [ (Sz ~ V) 
(XZ ~ U)}) E Omsdp • 
Proof. (i) Assume that an msdp/7 = (M(0 , X, q0, A, Or), h, ~0,0) with 
A(/7) = U satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 2.1. Define a threshold 
value for each q e 0 by 
Oq=K 1 if q~0F (Kl was given in Lemma 2.1) 
= 0 if q ~0F.  
Then we have 
U = {x ~ z*  i i (x) ~- q ~ 9,  h(x) >~ 0~). 
As shown in Remarks 2.2 and 2.3, however, the capacity of an msdp does 
not change by giving an individual threshold value for each q ~ 0 or by 
defining the acceptance by/~(x) >/0q (see (2.3)). Thus, U E Omsclp • 
(ii) Let an msdp H = (M, h, ~0,0) accept U. Consider x, y ~ Z* satis- 
fying xTMy A X ~vY .  It holds for any z ~ 27* that 
y~ ~ U/V  ~ Ow ~ V) (yzw ~ U) 
(3w ~ V)(xzw ~ U) (since x ~vY) 
=~ xz e U~ V, 
i.e., x~v/vy .  Thus, U/VeOmsdp since T M satisfies the condition of 
Theorem 5.1 for U]V. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREIYI 10.2. Let U, V~ Omsdp. (i) U CJ V, (ii) U n V, (iii) UV, 
(iv) U R = {x R ] x ~ U}, where x R is the reversal of x, (v) g(U), where g is a 
homomorphism (e.g., see Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969) of a formal language, 
(vi) rain U = {x ~ U l x = xlx 2 A x2 ~- • ~ xi ~ U}, may not belong to Omsap, 
respectively. 
Proof. (i) Let U = {a~b ~] i > j >~ 0} and V ~ {a~bJ l j  > i >~ 0}. Then 
U, V~ 0msap (similar to Examples 5.1 and 5.2). However, Uu  V= 
{#b~ ] i @j} ~ 0msap as proved in Example 5.3. 
(ii) Assume U n V ~ Omsap . Then 
U w V = (U n V) ~ Om~av 
by Theorem 10.1(i). This is a contradiction to (i) above. 
(iii) Let U={a}U{a lb  j [ j~>i>O} and V={b}u{Wb~I i~>j>0}.  
Then U, V ~ Ornsap (similar to Examples 5.1 and 5.2). However, 
UI/ ~ {ab} u {a~b j [ i , j  > O, i ~=j} ~d {db~a1~b z ]j ~ i > O, k >~ 1 > 0} q~ Omsap 
can be proved in a manner similar to Example 5.3. 
(iv) Let U = {aXd I J > i ~ 0} w {bed I k > l >~ 0}. Then U ~ Omsap since 
the msdp H shown in Fig. 5 accepts U. However, 
a/~*l c/~-I 
60=1 ~ a , b , c  
~ a,b 0=0 
b/~-I c/~+1 
FIO. 5. ThemsdpHaccepting U= {a~c ~lj > i> 0}w{b~d[k > l > 0} used 
in the proof of Theorem 10.2(iv). 
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satisfies U R ¢ Omsdp , since 
holds for i ~ j ,  where C~ = {ci}, Cj = {c )} ~,~*/RvR , and hence there 
exists no T ~ Af(X*) satisfying the condition of Theorem 5.1 (see the argu- 
ment used in Example 5.3). 
(v) For U ~ Omsap given in (iv), let g be given by a ~-~ a, b ~+ a, c ~+ b. 
Then g(U) = {a~b j I i :/=j} ¢ Omsdp by Example 5.3. 
(vi) Let U = {a~b ~IJ ~ i >~ 0}. g ~ Om~ap by Example 5.2. However, 
min U = {a~b j I i = j ~ 0} ¢ Omsdl~ 
by Example 5.3. Q.E.D. 
Thus, 
(U n V) and Theorem 10.1(i). 
It is not known yet whether 
regular set V. 
TttEOItEM 10.3. Let U~ Omsdp and let V be regular. Then U u V, 
U t~ V ~ Ornsdp • 
Pro@ Let an msdp H=(M,h ,~o,O)  accept U. Let T=T MA T', 
where T M is obtained from M(see Section 3) and T' ~ AF(V ) (note AF(V) @ ;g 
since V is regular). Then T ~ Av(2J*), and it holds that 
xTy -~ xTMy ^  xT'y 
=> (x ~vY  v y ~vx)  ^  xT'y (see Theorem 5.1) 
(assume x ~vY for simplicity)(gz e 2J*)(yz e U =~ xz e U) 
^ (Vz e Z*)(xz ~ V ~ yz  e V) 
~ x ~vr~v Y. 
UC5 V~Omsdp by Theorem 5.1. Utd V~Omsap by UUV= 
Q.E.D. 
UV~ Omsav holds for U E Omsdp and a 
CONCLUSION 
The capacity of an sdp, and one in each of four subclasses, was investigated 
in this paper by mathematically characterizing the sets accepted by them. 
An interesting eneralization of this model may be to permit nondeter- 
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ministic state transitions. This direction is also justified by the fact that 
most of the finite automata having cost functions discussed in the literature, 
such as penalty automaton, min-product automaton, and fuzzy automaton, 
are all originally nondeterministic. Some results for nondeterministic models 
have been obtained (Ibaraki, 1975b). It may be interesting to note that 
the capacity of an sdp, a pmsdp, an nmsdp, or an lmsdp does not change 
by this generalization, respectively, whereas the capacity of an msdp strictly 
increases. 
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